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Dea r Mr. Carter: 

November 20th, 1946 

1947 -- YEAR OF HOLIDAYS 

For more than five years you (like millions of others) have had to 
postpone the day when it would once again be possible to include many areas of 
the world on your travel itinerary. In the strenuous days of war, when our 
thoughts and our energies were dedicated to the common struggle, considerations 
of the pleasures of travel had to be subordinated in our minds to the grim Job 
in hand. But now, thanks to the magic of flight, there are no longer geographical 
limits to your enjoyment when you step aboard your Flying Clipper. 

Surveys indicate that this year, 1947, well may be the greatest 
travel year in history! Travel facilities, both enroute and at destinations, 
are being augmented. Giant new Clippers, designed to speed you to your desti
nation in a minimum of time with a maximum of comfort, are even now Joining 
our transport fleet. You will find, all along your route, that many of the 
old attractions are there to greet you. New accommodations for the convenience 
of travelers are even now being installed, making accessible new travel areas 
and enhancing the attractiveness of familiar places. 

Now, for the first time, "two weeks abroad" takes on a new meaning. 
No longer is it necessary to spend. the major portion of your holiday getting 
to and from your destination. Now, by Clipper, "less time on the way means 
more time to play." As you Join other Clipper passengers who will be flying 
this year to travel spots in many parts of the world you will know the true 
enjoyment that comes from a better understanding of our World Neighbors by 
seeing them at work and at play. 

With your personal copy of "Air Ways to Happy Days" go our very 
best wishes for a Happy and Prosperous New Year for 1947. 
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